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Secure sharing
up in the Cloud

Secure cloud-based sharing that’s an absolute breeze

Enterprise-class data

Connect in the office or on

Share from a desktop,

security

the move

smartphone or tablet

Using Workshare means you can share any file with complete
confidence that your data will remain secure.

You should use Workshare if you want...
Complete flexibility – Enjoy the mobility and choice a next-

What makes Workshare unique is that you can also organize

generation, cloud-based solution can bring to you, your

files, complete comparison, and remove sensitive metadata

business and your clients.

from documents before they are shared all using one simple,
cloud-based platform.
Any number of documents and different types of files have to

Absolute security – Be assured that your data and your

reputation are protected. Workshare operates to the highest
security protocols for file sharing.

be shared between parties on a daily basis. It’s of paramount
importance that the solution offers flexibility, for travel,
visiting clients or working remotely, but the integrity of your
file’s content can’t be compromised.
With Workshare, you can get the same powerful functionality
from your desktop, smartphone or tablet. Workshare can be
deployed to the desktop or an authorized device, and the same
secure functionality is applied throughout. This means you can
share documents when connected at the office or when mobile.
Everyone wants a secure, reliable way to organize and
exchange their files. But, it has to be practical too and that
means using the cloud.

Breathe easy, you’re in
good hands.
15 years of expertise have been brought to the
moment you share a document. You’re in safe
hands and good company.
More than 30 million high stakes documents
have been shared using Workshare.
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Secure sharing
up in the Cloud

Secure cloud-based sharing that’s an absolute breeze
Workshare’s cloud infrastructure delivers enterprise-class data security and the
ability to safeguard content, prevent unauthorized access and guarantee availability.

Invite others safely

Workshare is hosted by a range of carefully selected and fully accredited data center
partners across Europe and North America, meaning data can be located in a region
of your choice.

Get a simple, no-fuss way for clients to access your documents. Choose to organize
content in a range of flexible folder structures, making it easy to store client-specific

Share simply

files. And, whether uploading a file, sharing through your document management
system, or emailing a file from any device, everything is subject to the same security
and metadata cleansing protocol integral to your Workshare solution.

Make sure you and your clients are always on the same page. There will never be any

Clear version control

doubt about which is the latest version of the document they are looking at. Your
clients can even get a DeltaView redline online or in their app to see exactly what’s
changed since the last version. And each version is archived so nothing is ever lost.

About Workshare
Workshare is dedicated to helping professionals compare, protect and share their high stakes documents. Since 1999, Workshare has developed and released
intelligent technology for business services firms. Now, more than two million professionals use Workshare around the world.
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